Metric Cupcake Box
Valerie Stangle © 2009 All Rights Reserved
Paper Sizes:
One - 27 cm x 27 cm piece of patterned paper
One - 15.2 cm x 15.2 c, piece of coordinating cardstock (celery)
One - 12.8 cm x 12.8 cm piece of coordinating cardstock (rose pink)
One - 8.5 cm x 8.5 cm piece of transparency
Supplies:
Metric Scor-Pal®
Scor-Mat™ (metric coming soon)
Scor-Tape™ or double sided adhesive
Craft knife
Metal Edge ruler
Circle cutting system
Scissors
Scallop die cutting system (if desired)
1” or metric equivalent circle punch
Ribbon

Main Box
Step 1
Align the 27 cm x 27 cm piece of patterned paper to the top fence, left side, and score at 9 cm
and 18 cm. Rotate ¼ turn and repeat.
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Step 2
For illustration purposes a piece of plain cardstock shows the score lines in pencil and cut lines
in marker. Using a craft knife and ruler cut, shown in orange, on opposing score lines to where
the score lines intersect. Next, rotate your cardstock ¼ turn and align the paper to the top fence,
left side, and cut at 5 cm and 22 cm, indicated by the blue lines below. Be sure to have you
cutting mat underneath when cutting with a craft knife on your Metric Scor-Pal®.

This is what it should look like after all cuts have been made.

Step 3
Notch flaps by removing a small triangular section from each side. Adhere Scor-Tape™ or
double sided adhesive to flaps.
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Steps 4 and 5
Prefold all scores and adhere flaps to inside to create box form.

Lid
Step 1
Using the 15.2 cm by 15.2 cm piece of cardstock, score 3 cm on all sides.

Step 2
Create 4 flaps by cutting on opposing score lines to where the score lines intersect. Trim
triangular sections from each corner tab to create flaps.
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Step 3
Attach Scor-Tape™ or double sided adhesive to each flap. Cut a circle in the center of the lid
using a Coluzzle or circle cutting system. If desired, attach a scallop circle for decoration. Turn
lid over and adhere the transparency square with Scor-Tape™ or double sided adhesive to
underside of lid.

Step 4
Prefold all scores and adhere flaps to inside to create lid.

Insert
Step 1
Using the 12.8 cm x 12.8 cm piece of cardstock, score 2 cm on all sides.
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Step 2
Trim corners as shown, cut triangular shapes to where the score lines intersect on each corner.
Cut large circle shape with a Coluzzle or circle cutting system and partial side circles with a 1”
circle punch or similar tool.

Step 3
Prefold scores and insert into cupcake box.

Step 4
Place cupcake in box, fit lid to box, and tie a ribbon bow.
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